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Doha Bank CEO: GRC 
should seek to promote 
sustainable development
Adopting sustainable devel-

opment in the GRC (govern-
ance, risk and compliance) 

framework is both a challenge and 
an opportunity, Doha Bank CEO Dr 
R Seetharaman has said.

He was speaking at the 4th An-
nual GRC Summit 2016 held re-
cently in Washington, DC, where he 
participated in the session “Making 
GRC Simple: A C-Level Discussion.”

He said: “We are in a volatile en-
vironment and the growth dynam-
ics are constantly changing. Eco-
nomic changes, market volatility, 
technology, and digital security are 
areas where GRC could fi nd itself 
challenging to adopt if it doesn’t un-
derstand the dynamics in each seg-
ment and the linkages between them. 
It is also an opportunity as the GRC 
framework becomes more dynamic 
and wider in Scope. GRC should pro-
mote sustainable development.”

Seetharaman said the key trends, 
which are impacting the banking 
environment, include macroeco-
nomic developments, fi nancial 
market developments, technology 
developments, cyber security in-
cidents, and changes in legislation 
and regulation, “have a bearing on 
the GRC framework.  

He stressed that global govern-
ance “was redefi ned” after the cri-
sis, and created an impact on cor-
porate governance. 

“The failures of Lehman & Mad-
off  have indicated how corporate 
governance failure can contribute 
to systemic risks. Risk manage-
ment, remuneration and incen-
tive systems, board skill’s and 
independence, and shareholder 
engagement are the key areas which 

had been revisited after the global 
fi nancial crisis,” Seetharaman said. 

“The board should review and 
provide guidance about the align-
ment of corporate strategy with 
risk appetite and the internal risk 
management structure. Steps must 
be taken to ensure that remunera-
tion is established through an ex-
plicit governance process. 

“Transparency needs to be im-
proved beyond disclosure. The 
functions of chief executive offi  cer 
and chair of the board of directors 

are separated. Shareholders should 
be proactive,” he stressed.

Seetharaman said there was a 
general shift in attention towards 
fi nancial crime, vanishing toler-
ance for tax avoidance, and the per-
ceived increasing threat of terror-
ism from individuals and countries. 

“There is an increasing demand 
for both domestic and global com-
pliance within regulatory stand-
ards,” he noted.

Seetharaman said GRC improves 
the alignment of risk activities to 

the strategic objectives of the busi-
ness. Companies, he said, are now 
being forced to align in order to 
close gaps and eliminate overlaps, 
while focusing on the risks that 
matter and create value. 

“GRC framework should be rea-
ligned to address challenges aris-
ing from changing market dynam-
ics. There is an increased focus 
on GRC to ensure that how these 
three functions integrate and work 
closely to increase their eff ective-
ness,” he said. 

QFB shares close 36% higher, but 
QSE extends losses to 4th session 

By Santhosh V Perumal
Business Reporter

Qatar First Bank (QFB) yesterday saw 
its shares settle 36% higher than its 
book value; but an overall bearish 
overhang led the Qatar Stock Exchange 
to close in the red for the fourth 
straight session.
QFB, which constituted about 64% of the 
total trading volume, saw its shares reach 
a high of QR16.8 in initial trades but closed 
at QR13.85, 8% lower than its reference 
price of QR15. A total of 14.18mn shares 
valued at QR214.58mn changed hands 
across 3,594 transactions.
The domestic bourse was otherwise 
under a bearish spell with its key index 
losing 18 points, mainly on net profit 
booking by domestic and Gulf institutions.
Led by the insurance, transport and real 
estate sectors, the 20-stock Qatar Index 
shed 0.18% to 10,159.52 points, which is 
down 2.59% year-to-date.
Disclosing that its book value per share 
was QR10.2, QFB chief executive Ziad 
Makkawi said the banking sector is 
trading at 1.8 to 1.9 times the book, so that 
would make a case for a higher price and 
also that Shariah banks are trading higher 
in multiples to book.
The increased net selling by Gulf 
individual investors also dampened the 
mood in the market, where banking 
stocks alone constituted about 77% of the 
total trading volume.
The index that tracks Shariah-principled 
stocks was seen falling faster than the 
other indices in the bourse, where trading 
turnover and volumes were on the 
increase mainly due to QFB.
Market capitalisation was however up 
0.49%, or about QR3bn, to QR548.44bn.
The Total Return Index was down 0.18% 
to 16,437.43 points, the All Share Index 
by 0.17% to 2,834.98 points and the Al 
Rayan Islamic Index by 0.32% to 3,952.44 
points.
Insurance stocks shrank 1.69%, followed 
by transport (1.05%), realty (0.91%), 
industrials (0.21%) and telecom (0.2%); 
while consumer goods gained 0.85% and 
banks and financial services (0.46%).
More than 52% of the traded stocks were 
in the red with influential losers being 
Qatari Investors Group, Alijarah Holding, 
Mazaya Qatar, Barwa, Nakilat, Vodafone 

Qatar, Dlala and Islamic Holding Group; 
even as QNB, Mesaieed Petrochemical 
Holding, Al Meera, Widam Food and 
United Development Company bucked 
the trend.
Domestic institutions turned net sellers 
to the tune of QR34.24mn compared with 
net buyers of QR9.2mn on Tuesday.
GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council) 
institutions were also net sellers to the 
extent of QR33.22mn against net buyers 
of QR3.94mn on April 26.
GCC individual investors’ net profit taking 
increased to QR4.43mn compared to 
QR1.76mn the previous day.
However, local retail investors turned net 
buyers to the tune of QR23.67mn against 
net sellers of QR20.58mn on Tuesday.
Non-Qatari individual investors were also 
net buyers to the extent of QR24.5mn 
compared with net sellers of QR1.3mn on 
April 26.
Non-Qatari institutions’ net buying 
strengthened to QR23.77mn against 
QR10.5mn the previous day.
Total trade volume more than doubled 
to 22.28mn shares, value soared 61% to 
QR487.04mn and deals by 69% to 7,564.
The banks and financial services sector’s 
trade volume grew more than seven-fold 
to 17.15mn equities and value more than 
quadrupled to QR313.8mn on more- than-
quadrupled transactions to 4,783.
The consumer goods sector saw a 52% 
surge in trade volume to 0.7mn stocks 
and 6% in value to QR33.71mn but on a 5% 
fall in deals to 474.
The telecom sector’s trade volume 
expanded 29% to 0.58mn shares but 
value fell 7% to QR13.61mn. Transactions 
were up 1% to 407.
The insurance sector reported a 27% 
increase in trade volume to 0.14mn 
equities and 33% in value to QR9.78mn 
but on a 42% plunge in deals to 69.
The real estate sector’s trade volume was 
up 8% to 1.62mn stocks, value by 17% to 
Q31.92mn and transactions by 20% to 651.
However, there was a 54% plunge in the 
transport sector’s trade volume to 0.37mn 
shares, 57% in value to QR13.33mn and 
33% in deals to 236.
The industrials sector’s trade volume 
plummeted 36% to 1.72mn equities, value 
by 41% to QR70.88mn and transactions by 
38% to 944.
In the debt market, there was no trading 
of treasury bills and government bonds. 

Seetharaman: Volatile environment. 
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